Rio Grande Valley Civil War Trail
Traveling Trunk for K-12 Education
Inventory List

Clothing:
Federal Fatigue Jacket
Confederate Sack Coat
Nurse’s Dress with Apron, Cap 7 Sleeves

Educational Tools:
56 lesson Plans book
Teachers’ Guidebook
Camp Life Poster
Weapons Poster
Flag Poster
Confederate Uniform Poster
Union Uniform Poster

Hats:
Federal Forage Cap “Bummer”
Slouch Hat with Hat Cord

Flags:
84th Regiment US Colored Infantry (62nd)
34th Regiment Indiana Volunteers Union
33rd Texas Cavalry Confederate Flag
US 35-Star Civil War Era Flag

Uniform Accessories:
US Regulation Haversack with Inner Bag
Canteen
Uniform Adornments:
US, Confederate, & Texas Star Belt Plates
Round Eagle Breast Plate for Cartridge Box
Brass Crossed Sabers/Cavalry
Brass Crossed Cannons/Infantry
Replica Coins and Replica Paper Currency

Local Commodity Materials:
Mineral Salt – mined from La Sal del Rey
Raw Cotton – locally grown and ginned
(at Ross Cotton Gin)
Class Set (20) Tourism Map of 200-mile Trail

For More Information on how to acquire a RGV Civil War Trail Traveling Trunk, please contact
Roseann Bacha Garza at (956) 665-3231
or email us at chaps@utrgv.edu.